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1. SDR: The black box approach
Software-defined radio (SDR) idea [1]:  
Specify input/output signals at the boundaries of a 
subsystem, and not the internal components.
Input
signals
Output
signals
Radio subsystem
Improved security/reliability: 
Specification on components replaced by functionality
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Programmability is not only possible but essential
Software radio components [1]
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- n er erence
- Band/mode selection
A Basic Cognitive Cycle [2]
RF environment
Action:
RF stimuli
(sensing)
A il bl S t
Transmitted
signal
Radio-scene
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va a e pec rum
Noise floor
Traffic statistics
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Transmit power control
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Interference
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TRANSMITTER RECEIVER
SDR component attributes [1]
Functional component Attributes
Source coding/decoding Audio, video and data
Service/network Multiplexing, services and networking
Information security Transmission security, authentication, non-
repudiation, privacy, data integrity   
Channel coding/decoding Bit error rate
Modulation/demodulation Baseband modem, timing and carrier 
recovery equalization waveforms, , 
IF processing Beamforming, diversity combining, spatial 
multiplexing, channel estimation
RF access Antenna diversity/MIMO RF conversion , ,  
Channel sets Simultaneity, multiband propagation
Multiple personalities Multiband, multimode, agile services
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Joint control Source/channel, QoS vs, load, integration
2. Cognitive radio definition (Mitola)
“A radio frequency transceiver designed to 
i t lli tl d t t h th ti l tn e gen y e ec w e er a par cu ar segmen  
of the radio spectrum is in use, and to jump into 
(and out of) the temporarily unused spectrum      
very rapidly, without interfering with the 
transmission of other authorized users.” [3]
Quote: B. Fette, “Three obstacles to cognitive radio,” EE Times, Aug. 2004
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Cognitive Radio Overview [3]
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Knowledge
Cognitive radio features – FCC [4]
• Frequency Agility - the ability of a radio to 
change its operating frequency to optimize use
under certain conditions  
• Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) – the 
bilit t i l f th ba y o sense s gna s rom o er near y 
transmitters in an effort to choose an optimum 
operating environment
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Cognitive radio features – FCC 
( t )con .
• Location Awareness - the ability for a device to        
determine its location and the location of other 
transmitters, and first determine whether it is 
permissible to transmit at all then to select the    ,     
appropriate operating parameters such as the 
power and frequency allowed at its location.
• Negotiated Use - a cognitive radio could 
incorporate a mechanism that would enable      
sharing of spectrum under the terms of a 
prearranged agreement between a licensee and 
a third party (lessee)
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Cognitive radio features – FCC
( t )con .
• Adaptive Modulation – the ability to modify     
transmission characteristics and waveforms to 
exploit opportunities to use spectrum
• Transmit Power Control (TPC) – to permit 
t i i t f ll li it hransm ss on a  u  power m s w en 
necessary, but constrain the transmitter power 
to a lower level to allow greater sharing of 
spectrum when higher power operation is not 
necessary
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3. Unlicensed TV spectrum [5]
• Use unused channels in the VHF (54-88 MHz, 
174-216 MHz) and UHF (470-638 MHz) analog       
TV bands (“white space”) in certain areas
• Greater range than WiFi/WiMax in rural areas      
• FCC proposed three possible approaches:
P i i Li t b f t lk– ass ve sens ng: s en- e ore- a
– GPS plus data base to determine free frequencies
S b i i di i il bl– eparate eacon transm tters n cat ng unava a e 
spectrum
• Related specification: 802 22 WRAN
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802.22 WRAN (regional) [6]
• Adaptive modulation: Typical spectrum capacity 
is 3 bits/sec*Hz (e g 64 QAM with ¾ code rate)   . ., -     
• OFDM type modulation to counter increased 
lti th d t l di ti l t t VHFmu pa  ue o ess rec ona  an ennas a   
and low UHF (e.g., 1000 carriers to cover a range 
of 0 16 μsec to up to 33 μsec) (8000 carriers if .          
on-channel repeaters are needed?)
• OFDMA on return link allows scaling of the user         
terminal transmit power to the transmitted data 
rate
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4. Digital channel detection in the 
915 MHz ISM band (demo)    
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fc = 895 MHz
2    
Matlab demo …
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5. Opportunities
• With cognitive radio technology, the “best” 
hardware does not necessarily win    
• Functionality and flexibility are premium
D i l i i k• o your w re ess commun cat ons coursewor
• Small companies can compete
• In principle, any format of signal is valid, as long 
as interference power levels are respected
• …
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Technical challenges
• Programmable multirate baseband architectures
Wid l i l d fl ibl RF f d• e, mu t p e an  ex e  ront-en s
• High-performance and flexible ADC/DAC
• Dynamic signal processing
Spectrum sensing, channel estimation, MIMO,    
modulation and coding, spectrum shaping, transmit
power control, interference avoidance
• Cognitive wireless network etiquette
Sense, discover, negotiate, transfer, ...
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